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I Want to Go to Lahore 

 
 
Urdu transcript: 

 
I’m going to Lahore for a week, I forgot to tell you : ���ء  

 
    ؟3ہ1ر م-ں (-+ ,+ (ے ()و&": ا$#"

 
!$+ر، اده) دو89 ہ-ں: 67+ء  

 
!  ہ-ں؟ م-ں $ہ+ں Aئ ہ1ئ ہ)ں(1ن دو89 : ا$#"  

 
  ہ+ں KL-E اده) FG" ہ-ں ن+ 1Eگ۔ وہ 1Eگ DE+) "FG ,+ رہے ہ-ں۔: 67+ء

They’re also leaving. I should spend some time with them too. Ten days in India is not 
enough! 

 
مQ) م-)ے MN ON+9 نے:  ا���   

-+ON رہ-ں، ٹS-F ہے(-+ ہے نہ-ں۔ ٹS-F ہے، دس دن MN ان (ے 9  time spend 
you had fun. Fine that’s great. But… 

 

Sanaa: You hadn’t even come then, what are you talking about? 
 

Amy: Okay, but I’m here now. 
 

ہ+ں 1N، : 67+ء  
last week I spent every day with you, what are you talking about? 

 

Amy: Every day? ے ��ارے� 	
  .and that’s it  �� �ے دو دن ��	ے �
 

*� نہ%ں،"%� $�ت "! رہ� ہ� ��ر؟ : ���ء  
 

Amy: I’m serious. 
 

I spent…ء :نہ-ں $+ر��� 
 

MN م-)ے Fj-iے iڑg ہ1ئ FN-ں (ہ نہ-ں 1e MNات اور نb&+-Fc" وa-)ہ اور وہ+ں نہ-ں ,+ؤ۔ : ا���
 م-ں نے (ہ+ ٹS-F ہے۔ 

I convinced my parents. 
 م-ں نے (ہ+، د$FL-ں م-ں ا6Nے دن1ں A klGئ ہ1ئ ہ1ں $ہ+ں 

vacation  
 ON+9 1ں (ےc96ے دوiے اFmے، مi 



time spend  
 S$ے 3ہ1ر ,+ن+ ہے اFmہ رہ" ہ1 (ہ م) MN د$+۔ اب () op6-) نqi 1راi ن+ ہے۔ وہ م-ں نے()

 ہcsے (ے Eۓ؟ 
 

  1N $+ر (-1ںLہ۔۔۔:���ء   
 

Amy: Okay fine, 
 مA (Qپ 3ہ1ر نہ-ں ,+ رہ" ہ-ں

 
  $+ر:���ء

I every, but no, but… 
 

Amy: Karachi, is like the life of Pakistan! 
 

Sanaa: I know but I mean seriously though, I’ve been to Lahore once and I haven’t even 
seen the city. I really want to see like the architecture and I wanna go see LUMS and the 

other campuses and like there’s so much also like that Lahore has to offer, like the w.. 
 +6FL$د x9 ہ نہ-ں (-+ (-+۔ وہci اور g86، اور (-+ ہے، &1ال م6ڈpG (-+ ہے، {1د ا9ٹ)$ٹ، اور

 FG" ہے ن+۔
 

ہ+ں، ہ-)ا مgk6۔: ا$#"  
 

  مgk6۔ہ+ں، ہ-)ا: 67+ء
Cuckoo’s café is good there though, you have to admit. 

 
د$1FL 3ہ1ر م-ں ,FG 1" ہے، ٹS-F ہے، klG MN م-ں FG" د$cL9 OL" ہ1۔: ا$#"  
 
 

English translation: 
 
Sanaa: I’m going to Lahore for a week, I forgot to tell you. 
 
Amy: What will you do in Lahore? 
 
Sanaa: Man, there are friends there. 
 
Amy: What friends? I have come here. 
 
Sanaa: Yes, but there are people there too. They are also going to college. They are also 
leaving. I should spend some time with them too. Ten days in India is not enough! 
 
Amy: But you haven’t spent any time with me. Okay, you were with them for ten days, 
okay. You had fun. Fine, that’s great. But… 
 



Sanaa: You hadn’t even come then, what are you talking about? 
 
Amy: Okay, but I’m here now. 
 
Sanaa: Yes, so last week I spent every day with you, what’re you talking about? 
 
Amy: Every day? You spent two days at my house, and that’s it. 
 
Sanaa: No, what are you saying man? 
 
Amy: I’m serious.  
 
Sanaa: No man, I spent… 
 
Amy: You were after my life, [saying,] don’t go to Swat and Nathiagali, etc. I said okay. 
I convinced my parents. I said, look, I have come here after such a long time, it is 
vacation time here and I want to spend time with my friends. I cancelled that whole plan. 
Now you are saying that I have to go to Lahore for a week? 
 
Sanaa: So man, because… 
 
Amy: Okay, fine. But you are not going to Lahore. 
 
Sanaa: Man, I every, but no, but… 
 
Amy: Karachi is like the life of Pakistan! 
 
Sanaa: I know but I mean seriously though, I’ve been to Lahore once and I haven’t even 
seen the city. I really want to see like the architecture and I ‘wanna go see LUMS (Lahore 
University of Management Sciences) and the other campuses and like there’s so much 
also like that Lahore has to offer, like what is it, food street, and Basant (the spring 
festival), and what else is there, Gawal Mandi, and all the rest. I also have to see all that. 
 
Amy: Yes, Heera Mandi.1. 
 
Sanaa: Yes Heera Mandi. The Cuckoo’s café is good there though, you have to admit.  
 
Amy: Look all there is in Lahore is good, but you can see it later also. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 the red light district: translated literally, the diamond market 
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